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AIMSAIMS

Voice Voice hoarsenesshoarseness isis mainlymainly relatedrelated toto airflowairflow
turbulenceturbulence in the in the vocalvocal tracttract. . ItIt can can bebe due due toto vocalvocal
foldfold paralysisparalysis, , polypspolyps, , cordectomisationcordectomisation or or otherother
dysfunctiondysfunction, , whichwhich alter regular alter regular speechspeech
production.production.
Standard but reliable procedures and devices are Standard but reliable procedures and devices are 
desirable, as far as medical, surgical and desirable, as far as medical, surgical and 
logopaedic treatments are concerned.logopaedic treatments are concerned.
SimpleSimple, , useruser--friendlyfriendly and cheap and cheap devicesdevices are are 
neededneeded, , toto bebe easilyeasily foundfound on the market.on the market.
To this aim, a portable device is proposed, as an To this aim, a portable device is proposed, as an 
aid for dysphonic speakers. It could be of help for aid for dysphonic speakers. It could be of help for 
diminishing effort in speaking and improve diminishing effort in speaking and improve 
communication quality, which is closely related to communication quality, which is closely related to 
social problems due to awkwardness of voicesocial problems due to awkwardness of voice.



INTRODUCTIONINTRODUCTION

This paper presents an approach for reducing This paper presents an approach for reducing 
voice hoarseness, based on lowvoice hoarseness, based on low--order Singular order Singular 
Value Decomposition (SVD) of data matrices.Value Decomposition (SVD) of data matrices.
Quantitative (SNR/PSD) indexes are evaluated for Quantitative (SNR/PSD) indexes are evaluated for 
testing the filtering procedure. testing the filtering procedure. 
A prototype DSP board implementing the A prototype DSP board implementing the 
procedure is developed, by means of properly procedure is developed, by means of properly 
optimised C and Assembler code. optimised C and Assembler code. 
A new step is implemented in the filtering chain to A new step is implemented in the filtering chain to 
reduce noise and increase output signal quality.reduce noise and increase output signal quality.



WHY SVDWHY SVD
SVD of noisy data provides a factorization of data SVD of noisy data provides a factorization of data 
matrix A where singular vectors of A corresponding matrix A where singular vectors of A corresponding 
to the dominant singular values are a good estimate of to the dominant singular values are a good estimate of 
noisenoise--free matrix.free matrix.
SVD is a numerically reliable and robust means for SVD is a numerically reliable and robust means for 
estimating the space of clean data (estimating the space of clean data (signal subspacesignal subspace) ) 
from the white noise corrupted data, and is thus from the white noise corrupted data, and is thus 
particularly suited for speech denoising. particularly suited for speech denoising. 
The resulting lowThe resulting low--rank approximation gaves a rank approximation gaves a 
variable subspace of dimension p, linked to the signal variable subspace of dimension p, linked to the signal 
dynamics. However, from the denoising point of view, dynamics. However, from the denoising point of view, 
the best results were obtained with the best results were obtained with p=2 p=2 both with both with 
synthetic and real data.synthetic and real data.



SVD DENOISING PROCEDURESVD DENOISING PROCEDURE
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QUANTITATIVE MEASURE:QUANTITATIVE MEASURE:
SNRSNR

y(n) = noisy signal sample at time ny(n) = noisy signal sample at time n
yyfiltfilt(n) = filtered signal sample at time n(n) = filtered signal sample at time n

Low SNR values correspond to strong filtering.Low SNR values correspond to strong filtering.
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QUANTITATIVE MEASURE:QUANTITATIVE MEASURE:
PSDPSD

ForFor goodgood denoisingdenoising: : 
PSD and PSD and PSDPSDlowlow aroundaround zero (no zero (no lossloss of power)of power)

High PSDHigh PSDhighhigh (loss of power due to (loss of power due to noisenoise))
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Realized in C.N.R. Labs, Institute of Clinical Physiology, PisaRealized in C.N.R. Labs, Institute of Clinical Physiology, Pisa

HW IMPLEMENTATION:HW IMPLEMENTATION:
DSP BOARDDSP BOARD



DSP BOARD: SW TOPICSDSP BOARD: SW TOPICS

The The SVD algorithmSVD algorithm is implemented by means of a is implemented by means of a 
twotwo--step procedure:step procedure:

1 1 -- The data matrix A is biThe data matrix A is bi--diagonalised applying a diagonalised applying a 
sequence of Householder reflections;sequence of Householder reflections;
2 2 -- A is made diagonal using a modified QR A is made diagonal using a modified QR 
algorithm.algorithm.
C language routinesC language routines build data matrices, perform build data matrices, perform 

computations and collect filtered data for the output computations and collect filtered data for the output 
frame reconstruction.frame reconstruction.

Assembler codeAssembler code is used for SVD factorisation. is used for SVD factorisation. 
Pipelining is used for loops.Pipelining is used for loops.



RESULTS: REAL DATARESULTS: REAL DATA

Adult male patients that underwent partial Adult male patients that underwent partial 
cordectomisation, pronouncing the cordectomisation, pronouncing the Italian word Italian word 
/aiuole//aiuole/ (flowerbeds), which is composed of the (flowerbeds), which is composed of the 
five principal vowels /a/, /e/, /i/, /o/, /u/.five principal vowels /a/, /e/, /i/, /o/, /u/.

Nine lancet (A1Nine lancet (A1--A9) and seven laser (B1A9) and seven laser (B1--B7) B7) 
operated subjects were analysed (all results are operated subjects were analysed (all results are 
not presented here).not presented here).
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RESULTS: PSDRESULTS: PSD
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Before improvement After  improvement

••PSD lower on the whole frequency range (PSD=0.56 PSD lower on the whole frequency range (PSD=0.56 
dB), especially on the high frequency region dB), especially on the high frequency region 
(PSDhigh=20.76 dB). (PSDhigh=20.76 dB). 
••Small negative effect on the low one (PSDlow=0.54), Small negative effect on the low one (PSDlow=0.54), 
with some lowering of the output signal level. with some lowering of the output signal level. 
••Strong denoising is achieved (SNR=7.42 dB).Strong denoising is achieved (SNR=7.42 dB).

••Better values for the PSD on whole frequency range Better values for the PSD on whole frequency range 
(PSD=0.02 dB) and on the low frequency range (PSD=0.02 dB) and on the low frequency range 
(PSDlow=(PSDlow=--0.004 dB), corresponding to a good voice level 0.004 dB), corresponding to a good voice level 
at the output. at the output. 
••Lower PSD on the high frequency region Lower PSD on the high frequency region 
(PSDhigh=14.6 dB), and correspondingly a higher SNR (PSDhigh=14.6 dB), and correspondingly a higher SNR 
value (SNR=16.4 dB). value (SNR=16.4 dB). 
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RESULTS: SPECTROGRAMRESULTS: SPECTROGRAM
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Spectrogram - Non-filtered signal
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Spectrogram - Filtered signal
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Spectrogram - Enhanced filtering
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The noise level is reduced (middle and right plot), especially aThe noise level is reduced (middle and right plot), especially above 4 kHz. bove 4 kHz. 
Middle plot clearly shows the presence of click noise, which appMiddle plot clearly shows the presence of click noise, which appears as almost regularly spaced ears as almost regularly spaced 
vertical lines of rather high intensity. vertical lines of rather high intensity. 
Right plot shows that the new approach allows reducing this sideRight plot shows that the new approach allows reducing this side effect, that has almost effect, that has almost 
disappeared. Moreover, harmonics have been enhanced and often redisappeared. Moreover, harmonics have been enhanced and often recovered, as their intensity covered, as their intensity 
colour clearly shows.  colour clearly shows.  



RESULTS: FORMANTSRESULTS: FORMANTS
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Formants - o=Non-filt.; *=SVD-filt.; +=Enhanced SVD-filt

Formant trajectory is Formant trajectory is 
obtained by means of obtained by means of 
Autoregressive (AR) Autoregressive (AR) 
PSD estimation, with a PSD estimation, with a 
model order: p=25=Fmodel order: p=25=Fss..

This choice is in fact a This choice is in fact a 
good compromise good compromise 
between parsimony and between parsimony and 
good resolution.good resolution.

Formant enhancementFormant enhancement



FINAL REMARKSFINAL REMARKS

The proposed algorithm has been successfully The proposed algorithm has been successfully 
implemented on the DSP board and useful implemented on the DSP board and useful 
objective parameters for voice analysis are objective parameters for voice analysis are 
evaluated.evaluated.
The DSP board is a prototype of an HW tool for The DSP board is a prototype of an HW tool for 
realreal--time voice processing and enhancing.time voice processing and enhancing.
The DSP board is the first step towards a portable The DSP board is the first step towards a portable 
device, which could be of help for dysphonic device, which could be of help for dysphonic 
people.people.



FUTURE WORKFUTURE WORK
Compare SVD with other Compare SVD with other methodsmethods ((alreadyalready
successfullysuccessfully donedone withwith LeastLeast SquaresSquares and some and some 
waveletwavelet family).family).
FurtherFurther optimiseoptimise filtered voices (increase energy and filtered voices (increase energy and 
reduce reduce spikesspikes). S). Specifically, a selective procedure pecifically, a selective procedure 
should be defined for the normalisation step, in order should be defined for the normalisation step, in order 
to avoid enhancing undesired frequency ranges.to avoid enhancing undesired frequency ranges.
FindFind correlationcorrelation between GIRBAS scale and between GIRBAS scale and 
quantitative parameters, also for classification quantitative parameters, also for classification 
purposespurposes..
OptimiseOptimise the the devicedevice, as an aid for non, as an aid for non--invasive invasive 
diagnosisdiagnosis, , rehabilitationrehabilitation and and dysphonicdysphonic patientspatients
speakingspeaking..



THANKS FOR YOUR THANKS FOR YOUR 
ATTENTIONATTENTION



DENOISING WITH SVDDENOISING WITH SVD

SVD allows solving the problem of finding the nxm SVD allows solving the problem of finding the nxm 
matrix Amatrix App, p, p≤≤rank(A), which will best approximate A rank(A), which will best approximate A 
in the 2in the 2--norm sense. norm sense. 
The unique solution to this problem isThe unique solution to this problem is

AApp = U= UΣΣppVVTT

where U and V are as before and where U and V are as before and ΣΣpp is obtained from is obtained from 
ΣΣ by setting to zero all but its p largest singular by setting to zero all but its p largest singular 
values. values. 

The accuracy of this approximation is given by The accuracy of this approximation is given by σσp+1p+1..



SINGULAR VALUE DECOMPOSITION SINGULAR VALUE DECOMPOSITION 
(SVD)(SVD)
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AAnxmnxm = data matrix; U, V = left and right = data matrix; U, V = left and right singular vectorssingular vectors of of 
A, respectively; rA, respectively; r = min (n, m) = rank(A)). = min (n, m) = rank(A)). 

ΣΣrxr rxr = diag(= diag(σσ11≥σ≥σ22≥≥……≥σ≥σrr), ), σσii>0>0, , thethe singular valuessingular values of Aof A. . They They 
display the distance of A from lowdisplay the distance of A from low--rank matrices. rank matrices. 

Together with U and V, Together with U and V, σσii are used to construct are used to construct optimal lowoptimal low--
rank approximantsrank approximants of A:of A: AApp, p, p≤≤ rr



THE DATA MATRIX ATHE DATA MATRIX A
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y(t)=signal y(t)=signal 
sample at sample at 
time t time t 

N=3FN=3Fss/F/Fminmin

FFss=sampling =sampling 
frequencyfrequency

FFminmin=min F=min F00

L=FL=Fss + 4+ 4

FFss in kHzin kHz



FINDING THE SIGNAL FINDING THE SIGNAL 
SUBSPACE DIMENSION pSUBSPACE DIMENSION p

Classical system identification techniques, as well as a Classical system identification techniques, as well as a new new 
approach (DME)approach (DME) were applied to the decreasing sequence were applied to the decreasing sequence 
of singular values of singular values σσ11≥σ≥σ22≥≥……≥σ≥σrr>0 of A, on  each data >0 of A, on  each data 
frame. This gave a variable subspace dimension p, linked frame. This gave a variable subspace dimension p, linked 
to the signal dynamics.to the signal dynamics.
However, from the denoising point of view, the best results However, from the denoising point of view, the best results 
were obtained with were obtained with 

p=2p=2
both with synthetic and real data.both with synthetic and real data.



QUALITATIVE MEASURE:  
GRBAS SCALE

It comprises five qualitative parameters, ranging 
from 0 (healthy voice) to 3 (severe disease):

G = grade of dysphony, related to shimmer and 
noise

R = roughness, related to jitter
B = breathiness, related to shimmer
A = asthenicity
S = strainess

quantitative measures:PSD quantitative measures:SNR



RESULTS - GRBAS and SNR
A3-SVD-DWT A7-SVD-DWT B3-SVD-DWT B6-SVD-DWT

G 1 - 0 - 2 2 - 1 - 1 2 - 1 - 1 1 - 1 - 2

R 1 - 1 - 1 0 - 0 - 1 1 - 0 - 0 1 - 0 - 0

B 1 - 0 - 1 2 - 1 - 1 2 - 1 - 1 2 - 1 - 1

A 0 - 0 - 0 0 - 0 - 1 2 - 1 - 1 1 - 0 - 1

S 0 - 0 - 1 0 - 0 - 0 0 - 0 - 0 0 - 0 - 0

SNR 3.97-11.2 7.56-15.4 13.5-16.9 6.57-13.1

quantitative measures:SNRquantitative measures:PSD



OTHER SOUND EXAMPLESOTHER SOUND EXAMPLES

results:spectrogram

New SvdSvd filteredOriginal

GRBAS and SNR results


